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Introduction and Overview

The company currently ships a Perl-based product with an HTML user interface on a 
Linux computer ("the appliance") with a tiny Microsoft Windows bootstrap application. 
The Apache web server is used to serve the interface.

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm is especially appropriate for the sort of 
user interaction envisioned for this project. MVC may be explored in-depth in the well-
known "Design Patterns" book.

Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, by 
Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, John Vlissides, Addison-
Wesley Professional Computing Series, ISBN: 0201633612, 1995.

An excellent tutorial on MVC may be found at:

http://www.enode.com/x/markup/tutorial/mvc.html

This general problem-solving paradigm is based in great deal on "How To Avoid Writing 
Code", by Kake Pugh:

http://www.perl.com/pub/a/2003/07/15/nocode.html

Criteria for inclusion in the evaluation

An MVC framework with the best fit to the existing infrastructure would:

• be very low-maintenance post-deployment
• require few or no additional languages or libraries
• be open source, with an active user community
• be platform-agnostic
• aggressively abstract MVC to require minimal coding

These elements will ensure that the company acquires the necessary technology at 
minimal monetary cost, minimal programming cost, and minimal upkeep cost.



Additionally, this will allow the company to provide a user interface on all computers 
which have an existing web browser, rather than requiring a particular operating 
system (locking out potential paying customers).

Potential products to be evaluated

Maypole

http://maypole.perl.org/

Maypole is similar to Jakarta Struts. Maypole is designed to minimize coding 
requirements for creating simple web interfaces to databases, while remaining flexible 
enough to support enterprise web applications. Maypole provides a generic way of 
handling MVC compartmentalisation. It provides the top-level code which examines the 
user's request, fires off the relevant method in the model, collates the data, asks the 
view class to format it, and sends it back to the user (via the web browser). Maypole 
also provides wrapper classes to help necessary modules - Apache, Class::DBI and 
Template - fit into the framework.

CGI::Application

http://cgiapp.erlbaum.net/cgi-bin/cgi-app/index.cgi

CGI::Application builds upon the bedrock of CGI, adding a structure for writing truly 
reusable web applications. For what CGI lacks in buzzword compliance, it more than 
makes up for in reliability, flexibility, portability, and (perhaps most important of all) 
familiarity. CGI::Application takes what works about CGI and provides a structure to 
negate some of the more onerous programming techniques that have cast an 
unfavorable light upon it.

CGI::Application::Framework

http://search.cpan.org/~rdice/CGI-Application-Framework-0.26/lib/CGI/Application/
Framework.pm

Another abstraction, this one layered atop CGI::Application

Catalyst

http://search.cpan.org/~agrundma/Catalyst-5.6902/lib/Catalyst/Manual/Intro.pod

Catalyst is an elegant web application framework, extremely flexible yet extremely 
simple. It's similar to Ruby on Rails, Spring (Java), and Maypole, upon which it was 
originally based.



OpenFrame::WebApp

http://search.cpan.org/~spurkis/OpenFrame-WebApp-0.04/lib/OpenFrame/WebApp.pm

OpenFrame::WebApp is based on the idea of OpenFrame::AppKit, but was designed to 
be more comprehensive, to give you re-usable tools, but not tie you into doing things 
in only one way. The tools are generic and extensible, their inter-dependencies are 
minimal, so you can pick and choose which parts of the toolkit you want to use.

Reaction

http://search.cpan.org/~mstrout/Reaction-0.001000_001/lib/Reaction.pm

Class::MVC

http://search.cpan.org/~muenalan/Class-MVC-0.01.06/MVC.pm

Criteria for Evaluation

The most critical aspects of adopting a MVC framework is long-term suitability, which 
I'm measuring by the maturity of the product and the size and activity of the user 
community. Combined, these values should ensure that the company benefits from a 
robust product with frequent bug-fixes.

The quality of documentation and the number of projects deployed using the 
technology are also of great interest to us.

MVC Framework Decision

Based upon the criteria mentioned, plus discussions with company staff about the 
history, current status, and potential directions for the product, I've decided to 
investigate Maypole as the best solution to the problems we wish to solve.

Maypole Use In Making Graphic User Interfaces

Class::DBI will allow us write simple persistant classes and focus on adding methods to 
handle the business logic. The front-end can be built using lightweight mod_perl 
handlers and Template Toolkit.

Using Template Toolkit makes it trivial to update the site layout; it provides full access 
to all the objects and their methods, so MVC separation is preserved.

Using lightweight mod_perl handlers utilizes the performance of the underlying Apache 



web server and allows us to provide user- and search-friendly URLS. (Bill Robertson 
and I discussed bookmarking and the ways the UI will be used by the customers.) The 
handlers provide a scalable ready to handle database connections, sessions, and similar 
infrastructure.

Specifically, the Perl code we'll be required to write are only the abstracted pieces 
which are specific to our application. Rather than duplicate what is written elsewhere, 
here are pointers to the relevant documentation.

Maypole introduction

http://maypole.perl.org/

Maypole overview

http://maypole.perl.org/?About

Maypole manual

http://maypole.perl.org/?Docs

Maypole tutorials

http://maypole.perl.org/?Tutorials

Maypole cookbook

http://maypole.perl.org/?Cookbook

Conclusion

The steps in deploying a platform-agnostic user interface is identifying the core needs 
of the product, finding a framework which meshes well with the existing efforts of the 
programmers, and fleshing out the business logic (by implementing walk-throughs of 
the proposed UI). This path we are on.

With the realization that the most important "product" to be presented is a 
demonstration of the UI at various shows over the summer the focus has changed to 
taking the PowerPoint-implemented UI and making a usable HTML version. The basic 
pages having been done, the next important step is getting in close communication with 
the people doing the demonstrations so that the HTML can be crafted to show exactly 
the vital selling points without wasting time on other items.

This sentence will be replaced by a progress report when I'm in sync with the demo 
team.


